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The participants are Socrates , who plays a minor role, a young mathematician, Theaetetus , and a visitor from
Elea , the hometown of Parmenides. Method of definition aâ€”d [ edit ] Further information: At first he starts
with the use of a mundane model a fisherman , which shares some qualities in common with the target kind
the sophist. This common quality is the certain expertise techne in one subject. Then through the method of
collection of different kinds farming, caring for mortal bodies, for things that are put together or fabricated and
imitation , he tries to bring them together into one kind, which he calls productive art. The same is true with
the collection of learning, recognition, commerce, combat and hunting, which can be grouped into the kind of
acquisitive art. After these two collections, he proceeds to the division of the types of expertise into production
and acquisition, and then he tries to find out to which of these two sub-kinds the fisherman belongs
classification , in this case, the acquisitive kind of expertise. By following the same method, namely, diairesis
through collection, he divides the acquisitive art into possession taking and exchanging goods, to which
sophistry belongs. The sophist is a kind of merchant. After many successive collections and divisions he
finally arrives at the definition of the model fisherman. Throughout this process the Eleatic Stranger classifies
many kinds of activities hunting, aquatic-hunting, fishing, strike-hunting. After the verbal explanation of the
model definition , he tries to find out what the model and the target kind share in common sameness and what
differentiates them difference. These are similar to the Categories of Aristotle , so to say: After having failed
to define sophistry, the Stranger attempts a final diairesis through the collection of the five definitions of
sophistry. Since these five definitions share in common one quality sameness , which is the imitation, he
finally qualifies sophistry as imitation art. Following the division of the imitation art in copy-making and
appearance-making, he discovers that sophistry falls under the appearance-making art, namely the Sophist
imitates the wise man. The sophist is presented negatively, but he can be said to be someone who merely
pretends to have knowledge or to be a purveyor of false knowledge only if right opinion and false opinion can
be distinguished. It seems impossible to say that the sophist presents things that are not as though they were,
or passes off "non-being" as "being," since this would suggest that non-being exists, or that non-existence
exists. In other words, he has to clarify what is the nature of the Being that which is , Not-Being, sameness
identity , difference, motion change , and rest, and how they are interrelated. The conclusion is that rest and
change both "are," that is, both are beings; Parmenides had said that only rest "is. Sameness is a "kind" that all
things which belong to the same kind or genus share with reference to a certain attribute, and due to which
diaeresis through collection is possible. Difference is a "kind" that makes things of the same genus distinct
from one another; therefore it enables us to proceed to their division. Finally, so-called Not-Being is not the
opposite of Being, but simply different from it. Therefore, the negation of Being is identified with "difference.
Following these conclusions, the true statement can be distinguished from the false one, since each statement
consists of a verb and a name. The name refers to the subject, and because a thought or a speech is always
about something, and it cannot be about nothing Non-Being. The verb is the sign of the action that the subject
performs or the action being performed to or on the subject. When the verb states something that is about the
subject, namely one of his properties, then the statement is true. While when the verb states something that is
different it is not from the properties of the subject, then the statement is false, but is not attributing being to
non-being. Final definition bâ€”d [ edit ] After having solved all these puzzles, that is to say the interrelation
between being, not-being, difference and negation, as well as the possibility of the "appearing and seeming but
not really being," the Eleatic Stranger can finally proceed to define sophistry. However, this does not mean
that one can simply extend the method in a mechanical way to the investigation of the philosopher, but he only
shows us how one can proceed in such philosophical enquiries. Aristotle picks up a number of themes dealt
with in the Sophist in his own work De Interpretatione. Among these are the required parts of a statement
names and verbs as well as affirmations and denials.
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The format is the same as that of F. This format makes it very useful as a teaching edition, for it encourages
the reader to read the text in discrete manageable sections, and to think about each of those sections on its
own, before moving on to the next. It also allows Chappell to strike a good balance between detailed
commentary and big picture analysis, something which tends to get lost in the literature on this dialogue. The
commentary contains refutations of many common scholarly assumptions about the dialogue. But Chappell
also offers a brilliantly original interpretation of his own: That position holds that Plato maintained the theory
of Forms and other core doctrines consistently throughout the corpus. Owen and others, people began to make
more of the fact that the Theory of Forms is nowhere mentioned explicitly in the Theaetetus, and argued that
Plato had, by the time of the Theaetetus, given up on that theory. But none of the Revisionist interpretations of
the Theaetetus has been able to offer a satisfyingly coherent reading of the Theaetetus, and it has become clear
that refuting Cornford the main defender of Unitarianism with respect to the Theaetetus does not prove that
Revisionism is true. The absence of the Forms in the Theaetetus may not mean that Plato rejected the theory,
but may be part of an effort to show the shortcomings of a Forms-free approach to epistemology and
metaphysics. Chappell thinks that Plato has in mind no particular individual, but rather a set of empiricist
ideas that would be attractive to ordinary folks like the character Theaetetus in the dialogue. According to
Chappell, Plato agrees that perceptions, which are like sense-data, are in themselves infallible, but this is
because in perception, we have incorrigible direct acquaintance with experienced particulars, awareness of
sense-data pp. But beyond this, perception does not give us sufficient content to explain how beliefs are about
anything. As Chappell puts it, Plato asks: What sort of association between ideas of this sort could possibly
amount to our meaning anything, e. How, in fact, can the empiricist explain our ability to make any judgement
or form any belief at all? It will come as a surprise to many readers that this is the implicit lesson of the
Theaetetus, but Chappell tries to show that the attentive reader will come to see it by working through the
details of the dialogue. As he puts it, what is plausible as an account of what can be perceived is not plausible
as an account of what can be known p. On the self-refutation argument against Protagorean relativism pp.
Protagorean relativism is not self-refuting but self-defeating. For nothing Protagoras can say gives us reasons
to be persuaded; all his statements are like subjective reports. On the refutation of Heraclitean flux, Chappell
rejects as a fallacy the idea that the problem is that there can be no stable reidentifications of the properties of
things. Rather, the problem is that if everything is in flux, then meanings are in flux too p. This suggestion is
put forward without much supporting argument or evidence. On my understanding of the text, Plato has
Socrates say that qualities like whiteness and perceivings like perceiving white are themselves subject to
change -- in particular, changing from being white to being not-white, and from perceiving white to not
perceiving white, respectively. He endorses the former, although without much explanation of what the claim
means pp. He does not think that Plato is himself puzzled about how false belief is possible. Rather, he
presents them as puzzles for some unnamed opponent who holds views -- not specified by Plato -- which
imply that false belief is not possible. So, for example, with respect to the first puzzle, Chappell writes, The
claim that "you cannot judge what you do not know" is a corollary of the Associationist claim that to think or
judge about any idea, you must already have that idea. The claim that "What you do know, you cannot judge
falsely about" is a corollary of the Ideationist claim that any idea is a picture in the head, immediately and
incorrigibly available to the mind p. Chappell understands the famous Wax Tablet analogy as offering us a
more explicit account of the nature of thought, and its relationship with perception. The picture now on offer
says explicitly that perception relates to thought roughly as Humean "impressions" relate to Humean
"ideas"â€¦. The objects of perception, as before, are a succession of constantly-changing immediate
awarenesses. The objects of thought, it is now added, are those objects of perception to which we have chosen
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to give a measure of stability by imprinting them on the wax tablets in our minds p. And the problem is that if
you begin with inert objects of perception and thought -- awarenesses or sense-data -- then it is not possible to
think of an object and at the same time represent it incorrectly to oneself. In general, what Plato is trying to
show here, according to Chappell, is that the empiricist explanation of belief is hopeless â€” there is no way
for the empiricist to construct contentful belief from contentless sensory awareness alone â€¦ we need
something else besides sensation to explain belief. In modern terms, we need irreducible semantic properties.
The third and final definition of knowledge considered in the Theaetetus is that it is true belief with an
account. Socrates initially interprets this definition in light of the so-called Dream Theory, the idea that
complexes or composites can be known because they can be analyzed into elements, whereas the elements or
simples themselves cannot be known. Chappell understands the Dream Theory as, again, a theory that is
motivated by empiricist concerns. He thinks that both theories 1 take facts to be complex abstract objects
which can be analysed into elements, 2 take it to be impossible to say that the elements namely sense-data
either exist or do not exist, 3 take elements to be perceptible, and 4 are part of a project to explain the
construction of the semantic from the sensory pp. Both theories come to grief for similar reasons. This is
because there is plenty of evidence from other dialogues that indicates the importance, for knowledge and
understanding, of having an account or explanation of the reason why. But if Plato does intend to endorse the
third definition of knowledge in the Theaetetus, why then is it ultimately rejected, just like the other
definitions in the dialogue? Chappell notes quite rightly that, unlike the other definitions, the definition of
knowledge as true belief with an account is nowhere given a decisive refutation. I find quite persuasive the
thought that Plato has in mind certain empiricist models for thinking and knowing. Thus, for example,
Chappell makes an interesting and compelling case for the idea that the theory of perception in the first part of
the Theaetetus is a sense-data theory. Plato does not talk about meanings or semantics, or about the problem of
how we are able to mean things or refer to them. Rather, his examples of the simple-complex relation include
the relation between parts of a wagon and a wagon, and the relation between letters and a syllable. Plato gives
us no indication that his real concern here is with empiricism, the view that what we directly perceive are
sense-data and that all thoughts are constructed by association out of those sense-data. My own view is that
Plato is concerned with certain reductionist patterns of explanation, and that those who deny the existence of
the Forms tend to think that giving an account will consist of going through the material parts of an individual
thing, instead of in terms of relations between kinds of things. Examples of interpretation-driven concerns:
This makes the translation very readable and easy to follow. But at times the translation is driven by his
interpretation of the text, which leads to overtranslation, or occasionally undertranslation. Examples of
undertranslation can be found at Tht. I did not check the entire translation against the Greek text. Examples of
awkwardness or unnaturalness of tone: Examples of inconsistency or misleading translations:
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I first read it for a college class as an undergrad. One of the first books I remember reading was the
Symposium. I ended up dropping that first philosophy class for various reasons. When I came back to school
at a different university, I decided to try philosophy again. Synchronicity must have been at work in my choice
of professors, as the one I chose became my mentor and my friend. It was in his class that I delved back into
Plato and fell in love with them. It would be This book is my bible. It would be a massive undertaking, and
one I am not prepared to do, to summarize the contents of this book. Instead I will point out notable books,
and perhaps a few the general or beginning reader should tackle first. It would be a very goo idea to start with
the Apology. I strongly recommend that readers stick with these translators: Edith Hamilton and Huntington
Cairns. In general, there are six parts and then the release or conclusion. This is especially noticeable in the
Euthydemus and the Phaedrus. However, I would not recommend trying these two books until you have made
it through several of his others. The Symposium is a beautiful book and pairs nicely with the Phaedrus. The
Republic is fairly standard reading for many schools, but there is much to be discovered in this lengthy text
besides what he says about philosopher kings. Many people, including the other father of western philosophy,
Aristotle, have mistakenly believed that Plato desired to separate the mind and the body, the ideal from the
sensual. In the context of the Symposium and the Phaedo, I do not think this is the case at all. I will not
however, try to tell you what to think. All I ask if I can do such a thing is that you read mindfully, carefully,
and critically. The Euthydemus is perhaps one of my favorite books; it is also the most demanding and
existentially terrifying. It is also in this text that you can find much of, if not all of the ideas presented in the
later dialogues. Perhaps the most difficult book of all however, is the Phaedo because it is in this book that
Socrates attempts to describe most directly his concept of the Good--what it is, how we reach it--and a proof
for the Forms. This is where we find the argument that "each is in all, and always all. It really brought home
the other oft quoted piece of wisdom: While other philosophies or religions will tell you what steps to take at
each and every turn on the path, Plato instead shows you the goal, the ultimate Good, and lets you find your
own way there.
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If there is anything in the idea that Plato grouped his dialogues according to such an arrangement, it might
explain why we sometimes hear of tetralogies, sometimes of trilogies. Apology, translated by Hugh
Tredennick, Charmides, translated by B. Jowett, Cratylus, translated by B. Jowett, Critias, translated by A.
Taylor, Euthydemus, translated by W. Jowett, Laws, translated by A. Taylor, Letters, translated by L. Post,
Lysis, translated by J. Wright, Menexenus, translated by B. Jowett, Meno, translated by W. Guthrie,
Parmenides, translated by F. Hackforth, Philebus, translated by R. Hackforth, Protagoras, translated by W.
Cornford, Statesman, translated by J. Alcibiades, translated by D. Grube Axiochus, translated by Jackson P.
Gonzalez Cratylus, translated by C. Grube Definitions, translated by D. Cooper Epinomis, translated by
Richard D. Grube Gorgias, translated by Donald J. Saunders Letters, translated by Glenn R. White Statesman,
translated by C. Burnyeat Theages, translated by Nicholas D. Smith Timaeus, translated by Donald J. Zeyl On
Virtue, translated by Mark Reuter The early writings include a series of short dialogues that end with no clear
and definitive solution to the problems raised. Characteristically, Plato has Socrates ask questions of the form
"What is X? In the Charmides the discussion concerns the question "What is temperance? Here he shows some
dissatisfaction with his earlier negative procedure and adopts more openly positive doctrines in the discourses
of Socrates. It begins with the question "what is justice? Justice is revealed to be a principle of each thing
performing the function most appropriate to its nature. This principle is embodied politically in the idea that
citizens perform the tasks for which they are best suited. In individuals the principle is to be discovered when
each part of the soul performs its proper function. Reason is the ruler in both instances, and combined with the
virtue of temperance the rule of reason is the harmonious rule of the individual and society. The society would
be ruled by philosopher-kings, and their children would receive a superior education with a very military
gymnastic part and a non-degrading music part, since degrading art corrupts the soul. The best students who
were destined to be leaders would receive further education in advanced mathematics. Other middle dialogues
include the Phaedo, in which he considers the nature of the soul and portrays the philosophical life as a
separation of soul from body, the Symposium, in which Socrates portrays love as the creative attraction
toward the beautiful and the good itself, Gorgias, a consideration of several ethical questions, and Meno, a
discussion of the nature of knowledge. In the late dialogues Socrates recedes into the background. In the
Parmenides the theory of Forms is examined closely, and arguments are presented to show that the Forms
cannot be entities of the same sort as those whose being they explain. The Sophist shows the relation between
particulars and Forms. The Timaeus presents a description of the origin and nature of the universe, and the
Laws considers a model constitution for an ideal city. The Philebus devotes time to a problem left open in the
Republic; "what is the Good? In the former, Plato distinguishes between two levels of awareness: Claims or
assertions about the physical or visible world, including both commonsense observations and the propositions
of science, are opinions only. Some of these opinions are well founded; some are not; but none of them counts
as genuine knowledge. The higher level of awareness is knowledge, because there reason, rather than sense
experience, is involved. Reason, properly used, results in intellectual insights that are certain, and the objects
of these rational insights are the abiding universals, the eternal Forms or substances that constitute the real
world.
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The uninitiated are those who think nothing is except what they can grasp firmly with their hands, and who
deny the existence of actions and generation and all that is invisible. Theaetetus is a bit trying to read since no
conclusions are reached by the end of the dialogue. Knowing Socrates own character in past dialogues, we can
register that his distaste for such a limiting perspective is that it is lamely apolitical. It is a flatly intuitive
outlook which opposes being and non-being more on this laterâ€¦. Furthermore, the perspective requires no
teacherâ€”it is, rather, a bit of self-help. If people themselves are the measure of their own truth, where is
wisdom? I maintain that this is merely an appeal to act on divine and ruthless principle rather than a call to
retreatâ€”a willingness to fight of Justice rather than subscribe to what people wish to pass upon you as just as
manifest in law. And this is important to remember. In summary of the above, in a self-referential theme of
knowledge, there would hardly be any case which could be named false opinion. The sophist runs away into
the darkness of not-being, feeling his way in it by practice [empirical knowledge as opposed to reason], and is
hard to discern account of the darkness of the place. But the philosopher, always devoting himself through
reason to the idea of being, is also very difficult to see on account of the brilliant light of the place; for the
eyes of the soul of the multitude are not strong enough to endure the sight of the divine. For we long ago gave
up speaking of any opposite of being, whether it exists or not and is capable or totally incapable of definition.
But as for our present definition of not-being, a man must either refute us and show that we are wrong, or, so
long as he cannot do that, he too must say, as we do, that the classes mingle with one another, and being and
the other, since it participates in being, is, by reason of this participation, yet is not that in which it
participates, but other, and since it is other than being, must inevitably be not-being. But being, in turn,
participates in the other and is therefore other than the rest of the classes, and since it is other than all of them,
it is not each one of them or all the rest, but only itself; there is therefore no doubt that there are thousands and
thousands of things which being is not, and just so all other things, both individually and collectively, in many
relations are, and in many are not. The denial of possibility of commonality between ideas is easy as it is
simply a juvenile declaration of the absurdity of existenceâ€”an adolescent plaything. Instead, the true
philosophy does the difficult work of discourse, weaving classes of ideas with one another where nothing but
pure difference was intuited. For, to deprive us of discourse is to enforce confusion. This is nothing other than
to deprive us of philosophy. Only upon this premise of discourse is false opinion and deceit discernible.
Otherwise, life is a circus. The sophist is then properly revealed as an insecure imitator whose ultimate aim is
persuasion, not truth. And so much like being and non-being, the conclusions of Sophist are permeated by the
questions posed in Theaetetus
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If there is anything in the idea that Plato grouped his dialogues according to such an arrangement, it might
explain why we sometimes hear of tetralogies, sometimes of trilogies But more about that later. Note 3 also
provides a selection of various editions of the dialogues in English. As is the case with the Letters, whether
they are actually by Plato has to be decided on a case by case basis. All volumes are regularly reprinted. The
English equivalent of this collection though with generally less developed introductions and apparatus criticus
is the Loeb Classical Library, published by Harvard University Press. Minos, Leges, Epinomis, Epistulae,
Definitiones et Spuria The same dialogues, in a different order, are available, with Greek text and English
translation, in the 12 volumes edition of the already mentioned Loeb collection Vol. Laches, Protagoras,
Meno, Euthydemus, translated by W. Lysis, Symposium, Gorgias, translated by W. Theaetetus, Sophist,
translated by H. Statesman, Philebus, translated by H. Translations are again by various hands, many of them
published separately by the same publisher. This edition is truly a complete edition, starting with the 9
Thrasyllian tetralogies in the received order, followed by all spurious works, and even the Epigrams.
Translators are as follows dialogues are again listed in alphabetical order for ease of search: Alcibiades,
translated by D. Grube Axiochus, translated by Jackson P. Gonzalez Cratylus, translated by C. Grube
Definitions, translated by D. Cooper Epinomis, translated by Richard D. Grube Gorgias, translated by Donald
J. Zeyl Halcyon, translated by Brad Inwood this spurious little work which is most likely not by Plato has
found its way in modern times in the works of Lucian, where he is usually printed. Because it was once in
antiquity attributed to Plato, the editor of this edition has included it in the spurious works Hipparchus,
translated by Nicholas D. Saunders Letters, translated by Glenn R. White Statesman, translated by C. Burnyeat
Theages, translated by Nicholas D. Smith Timaeus, translated by Donald J. Translations are by various hands,
most available in other editions, such as those by B. It includes here listed in alphabetical order: Apology,
translated by Hugh Tredennick, Charmides, translated by B. Jowett, Cratylus, translated by B. Jowett, Critias,
translated by A. Taylor, Euthydemus, translated by W. Jowett, Laws, translated by A. Taylor, Letters,
translated by L. Post, Lysis, translated by J. Wright, Menexenus, translated by B. Jowett, Meno, translated by
W. Guthrie, Parmenides, translated by F. Hackforth, Philebus, translated by R. Hackforth, Protagoras,
translated by W. Cornford, Statesman, translated by J. Many English translations of various dialogues are
available from different publishers, including, for most of them, paperback editions in economy collections.
Here are the translations available in the Penguin Classics edition: Saunders Protagoras and Meno, translated
by W. Waterfield The Laws, translated by Trevor J. The Republic, translated, with notes, an interpretive essay
and a new introduction, by Allan Bloom, Basic Books, The Republic, translated, with introduction and notes,
by Francis M. Theaetetus and Sophist, translated with commentary by Francis M. Copies of these pages must
not alter the text and must leave this copyright mention visible in full.
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The Sophist (Greek: Î£Î¿Ï†Î¹ÏƒÏ„Î®Ï‚; Latin: Sophista) is a Platonic dialogue from the philosopher's late period, most likely
written in BC. Its main theme is to identify what a sophist is and how a sophist differs from a philosopher and statesman.

Bryn Mawr Classical Review Translation, Introduction, and Glossary. Focus Philosophical Library,
Reviewed by Owen Goldin, Marquette University, goldino vms. But that of Benardete is available only
conjoined with a long and difficult commentary, which put forward in an esoteric manner an unorthodox
esoteric reading of the text, so it is not an attractive text for undergraduate classes. This, its easy availability,
and its affordable price, have quickly made it the current standard. Further, the passages that are not directly
concerned with meaning and reference are given a fluid, free rendering, that, although superior to that of
Cornford, hides details of drama and language from the reader who cares to explore them. We now have an
outstanding new translation by Brann, Kalkavage, and Salem, which has virtues of its own, and in most
respects easily rivals the other translations. The translators, squarely in the camp of those paying close
attention to the dialogue as drama, have striven for as accurate, literal and translation as possible. Care is taken
to render one Greek word or root by one in English. Particles are translated or reflected stylistically. Thus the
reader, instead of the translator, can be the judge of the significance of the details of drama and expression.
This is certainly a problem faced by the translations of Benardete and Cobb. In contrast, the translation of
Brann, Kalkavage, and Salem reads naturally and gracefully, preserving the freshness and clarity of the Greek.
On almost every page, the reader is struck by particularly felicitous renderings. The translators tell us the
translators tried to have "the translation of the most frequent and weighty words should be as unrestrained and
nontechnical as possible, preserving the still fresh root meaning and suggestive connotations of a Greek
vocabulary just on the point of becoming fixed and philosophical in the technical sense" p. The edition has an
admirable introduction, primarily written for the able undergraduate and general reader. The focus of the
introduction is the teaching of the dialogue on the distinction between the human activities of sophistry and
philosophy, and how the way of inquiry taken by the Stranger bears on this issue. A word should be said on
how Brann, Kalkavage, and Salem deal with one of the most difficult issues they face. On the other hand, this
poses problems when translating the passage discussing the five great Forms, when the phrase primarily refers
to something in which a things participates. This is one case in which there is no wholly satisfactory option. I
detected only two misprints: This translation of the Sophist excels in lucidity, accuracy and style. The
Theaetetus and the Sophist, New York, , repr. Metaphysics and Epistemology, ed. Notre Dame, IN, , pp.
Owen, Logic, Science, and Dialectic, ed. Nussbaum Ithaca, NY, , pp. Benardete, The Being of the Beautiful:
The most famous defense of this approach to translating Plato is the preface to A. It seems to me that at one
point the translation falters here. The sophist will appear as a universal expert, and the philosopher as a
perpetual amateur of sorts. This profound distinction is Socratic to the core, but it is not clear to that the
Stranger anywhere proffers it. On this view, the Stranger, not Socrates, is one who is able to produce and
profess a determinate body of knowledge, while the teaching of Plato is that philosophy must embody both
this approach and that of Socrates. I must be content to give only one example Consider d Brann, Kalkavage,
and Salem preserve the best of both approaches. I suppose we do dare to pronounce Utter-non-being?
8: Plato's Dialogues The author credits for this book should really include Francis M. Cornford, the early 20th century classicist whose
commentary accounts for more words in the text than do his translations of the actual dialogs.

9: Plato's Theory of Knowledge: The Theaetetus and the Sophist by Plato
But the ones I did read - e.g. Apology, Crito, Phaedo, Timaeus, Gorgias, Theaetetus, Symposium - were beautifully
translated. I like the fact that the book weighs a ton, as well: heavy book for some surprisingly ethereal reading.
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